I

s there anything sexier than a pregnant woman?
I can think of a few: a lanced boil, a vaginal blood
fart, an abscessed tooth, and the smell of dead
bodies. And those are just a few.

Even the word “pregnant” is repulsive, as are its
slang-fried cousins such as “preggers,” “pregs,” and
“preggo.” The idea that a stray gob of jism swam
upstream, pierced an egg, and is now being pumped
full of blood while swelling into a humanoid monster is
a sad, sickening thought to any sentient being.
The notion that a woman becomes more beautiful
when pregnant is likewise the product of a dark,
diseased mind. A woman “with child” does not become
more of a woman—rather, she ceases to be a woman
at all and reverts to a biologically expedient bitch-cow.
Lofty constructs such as “womanhood” and even
“humanity” instantly wither upon the moment of conception, turning the most delicate feminine specimens
into bloated, floppy-jugged sow-beasts. A woman’s
higher cognitive functions shut down, and she becomes
just another fleshy link in the food chain, no better than
an insect.
Of course, these are my opinions, although I staunchly
assert that there is scant difference between my opinions
and incontrovertible universal fact. What another man
might call my opinions, I call reality.
And yet, some men—the crazy hamsters—are
aroused by the dank, puffy-nipped radiance of a
knocked-up woman. Some might suggest that such
males are well-adjusted, woman-loving, life-embracing,
modern-living metrosexuals who know that only a sicko
would be nauseated by hanging bellies, apish boobs,
and the act of shoving one’s cock up a hole containing
their unborn child.
Luckily for such men, there exist literally thousands…
maybe hundreds…at least a couple dozen…porn websites catering to their curious jones for naked gestating
hussies. The ever-helpful Penisbot.com, an online clearinghouse for oddball porn sites, lists 174 “Pregnant”
links. The discriminating pro-preg porn patron can
choose from such titles as Preggo Whores (“A bun in
her oven and a cock up her ass”), Lactating Lisa (“Hot
pregnant redhead that is hornier than ever”), Horny
Pregnants (“Real amateur pregnants…looking for
cocks”), and Pregnant Lesbian Gynecology (“Pregnant
lesbian gets licked and sucked right at gyno clinic!”)
You can also click on this URL…
www.OrgasmChill.com/en-pregnant.html
…and find links to free pictures which promise such
delights as “Pregnant Babe Sucking Big Cock,”
“Pregnant Slut Searches For Her Cunt,” “Nasty Preggy
Spreads On A Couch,” and “Pregnant Woman Posing
As Clown.”
Most unsettling is an undercurrent of lustful paeans to
late-stage pregnancy, evidenced in sites titled Nine
Months Pregnant and Ready to Drop, as well as nauseating ad blurbs promising “knocked up sluts ready to
burst” and “tons of expecting beauties ready to…fuck
till their water breaks.”
The photos on these sites are indistinguishable from
regular porn pictorials, meaning that the naked models
wear high heels here, too. The main differences are
the hideously bloated nipples, the deep ravines of
stretch marks, and the fact that each gal looks as if
she’s swallowed a basketball.

